COURSE DESCRIPTION

Both in daily life and in explicit ministry, Christians are frequently called upon to offer a companioning presence to people who are struggling with spiritual issues. Students in this course develop an understanding of this "everyday" ministry and practice the skills that will help them exercise it more fruitfully.

REQUIRED TEXTS - Current required and recommended book list is available on the D2L home page. Please login to D2L and near the top of the D2L home page click the Course Book List tab.

2. Justes, Emma J. Hearing Beyond the Words: How to Become a Listening Pastor (Abingdon 2006). 9780607494996

Students will also be required to read a number of articles throughout the semester. These articles as well as a full class bibliography are available on the course D2L site. All reading listed on a particular day should be read BEFORE that class begins.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND ASSESSMENT:

Learning Outcomes:

Student success in this course is manifest in the ability to:

1. Practice skills in deep listening – to self, God, and others – in the midst of daily life as well as in ministerial settings. (MDiv Pastoral Skills; MAPS Formation; MA 3)
2. Build a basic understanding of neuroscience as it pertains to listening skill development and a persons ability to thrive. (MDiv Pastoral Skills; MAPS Formation; MA 3)
3. Listen sensitively across differences of life experience, culture, language, race, gender, sexual orientation, and role. (MDiv Pastoral Leadership; MAPS Religious Heritage and Context, Leadership Skills; MA 2)
4. Articulate appropriate historical, scriptural, theological, cultural, and ethical insights into the practice of spiritual companionship. (MDiv Roman Catholic Tradition; MAPS Religious Heritage and Context); MA 2)
5. Demonstrate a basic understanding of how to attend to commonly encountered elements of
spiritual growth, such as religious experiences, vocation issues, life stage changes, the roles of loss and crisis, and discernment. (MDiv Pastoral Skills; MAPS Leadership Skills; MA 3)

6. Understand distinctions among spiritual companioning, spiritual direction, pastoral counseling, twelve-step programs, and psychotherapy, and know when and how to refer persons appropriately. (MDiv Pastoral Leadership; MAPS Leadership Skills; MA 2)

7. Build a working vocabulary of basic psychological terms and concepts that impact spiritual companioning relationships especially as they pertain to companioning others in crisis or stress.

Assessment of Student Performance
Student performance [written, oral, online, etc.] will be assessed in several ways. Please see Assignment list below for specific criteria.

Grading Scale – See CTU Academic Policies [located in the Helpful Links section of D2L at https://d2l.ctu.edu].

EXPECTATIONS
Bias-Free Language – See CTU Academic Policies on D2L
Internet Etiquette and Ethics – See CTU Academic Policies on D2L

COURSE CALENDAR

Part I: Introductory

1     January 8
What is Spirituality and what is Spiritual Companionship?
- Saundra A. Schneiders, “Theology and Spirituality: Strangers, Rivals or Partners?” Horizons, 13,2 (Fall 1986). 253-274.

2     January 15
Biblical, Historical, and Cultural Models of Spiritual Companionship and Intro to the science themes in the course
In class video “How Children and Adults Build Core Capacities for Life – (Center for Executive Functioning in the Developing Child)
– Justes, Hearing Beyond the Words, Intro & ch. 1

You do not need to read this article until later in the semester, but I want you to take a look at it prior to class today.
– Hutton et.al. “Story Time Turbocharger? Child Engagement During Shared Reading and

Pick one of the following to read:

**Part II: Basic Elements of a Companioning Encounter**

3 January 22

*Presence* **Complete Online Quiz before class today!**
- Anderson, *Reading your Life’s Story*, Intro and Chapter 1
- Savage, *Listening and Caring Skills for Ministry*, Intro & ch. 1
- Douglas Steere, *On Beginning from Within & On Listening to Another* (Harper & Row 1964), 185-211.

4 January 29

*Listening* **Topic of Collection or Research Paper due today!**
- Justes, *Hearing Beyond the Words*, ch. 2
- Savage, *Listening and Caring Skills for Ministry*, ch. 2-4

5 February 5

*Divine Initiative*
- Justes, *Hearing Beyond the Words*, ch. 3
- Savage, *Listening and Caring Skills for Ministry*, ch. 5
- Anderson, *Reading Your Life’s Story*, ch. 2
February 12
Images and Stories
- Anderson, Reading Your Life’s Story, ch. 3
- Savage, Listening and Caring Skills for Ministry, ch. 8-10

Class will end an hour early today to allow for participation in the March 20th Conference.

February 19
READING WEEK – no class

Part III: Things People Talk About

February 26
Prayer and Religious Experience ** First five articles of Collection, or thesis statement, outline, and bibliography of Research Paper, due today!
- Embodied Spirits, chapters 5 and 8

March 4
Discerning Choices and Vocation
- Embodied Spirits, Chapter 6, 7 and 9
- Justes, Hearing Beyond the Words, ch. 5 & Epilogue.

March 11
Referrals and Limitations in Companioning through Crisis

- Articles Dr. Brown has provided:


- Explore the website for the Archdiocese of Chicago Domestic Violence Ministry. Familiarize yourself with the resource manual page specifically and watch at least one video on this site prior to coming to class. https://pvm.archchicago.org/human-dignity-solidarity/domestic-violence-outreach

10 March 18
Loss, Suffering, Trauma and the Science of Neglect
- Embodied Spirits, Chapter 2
- Justes, Hearing Beyond the Words, ch. 4

March 20 – Science and Theology Conference at CTU. It is expected that students attend this conference from 1-4pm. You are welcome to be present for the entire day. More information will be given in class. There will be two class periods where students will be released early to make up the time expected for participation in this conference. If you are unable to attend the conference please see Dr. Zaker for equivalency opportunity.

11 March 25
Companioning to build Executive Functioning Skills
In addition, read one of the following:
- Stetka, “Changing our DNA through Mind Control?: A study finds meditating cancer patients are able to affect the makeup of their DNA”
- Bradstreet, “Science Proves We Can Change Our DNA with Mind Control”

Class will end at the break today to leave time for participation in March 20th Conference

12  April 1
Nuts and Bolts: Self Care, Limitations, Group Work, and Basics
- Embodied Spirits, Chapter 10
- Anderson, Select 2 chapters in Part 2 (chapters 6-11) and All Appendices
  Small Groups present their Integrating Skits and Commentaries

13  April 8
Portfolios and Research Papers due Complete Post Course Survey
Small groups present their Integrating Skits and Commentaries

ASSIGNMENTS AND ASSESSMENT

1. Presence and participation. All students are expected to be present for the weekly class session and to participate in discussions and practicum. A second absence will result in being dropped from the course (except in documented cases of extreme emergency). Assessment: Quality of active participation – includes astuteness and appropriateness of comments and questions; growth in self-awareness; openness to learning from/with others; sensitivity across differences of life experience, culture, language, race, gender, sexual orientation, and/or role; mastery of specific skills taught; balance (neither dominating group nor overly reticent). (20% of overall grade)

2. Online Quizzes.
   1. As part of the Science and Theology focus, all students will be asked to complete a “pre-course” survey as part of our first class. There is no grade associated with the survey.
   2. An online quiz on distinctions among spiritual companioning, spiritual direction, pastoral counseling, twelve-step programs, and psychotherapy, and on guidelines for when and how to
refer persons appropriately, is to be completed by January 22. This quiz is 5% of your grade.

3. As part of the Science and Theology focus, all students will be asked to complete a “post-course” survey as part of our final class. No grade is associated with this survey.

3. **Weekly Readings Forums.** Before each class, each student posts one to two paragraphs identifying an insight or two that captured your attention from the readings for that week’s class. For January 15, your post should include why you chose the article you did, and note any comparisons or contrasts between the two cultural contexts. For April 1, your posts should also include a paragraph on why you choose the two chapters in Anderson’s text. **Assessment:** Posted on time; gives evidence of thorough and thoughtful reading; attends to historical, scriptural, theological, cultural, and/or ethical framework as well as to practical aspects of spiritual companionship. Scale: zero (0), pass (1), merit (2), distinction (3). (15% of overall grade)

4. **Journal and Weekly “Noticings” Forum.** Each student is strongly encouraged to keep a journal of “noticings” related to spiritual companionship that occur in your everyday life and/or ministry. Suggested points for noticing and reflection will be provided each week, but you are not limited to these topics. This journal will not be handed in. However, by 5 pm on Tuesday before class, each student should post one paragraph of “noticings” (being careful, of course, to respect confidentiality). Small groups will be formed for discussion (see Noticings Forum Guidelines). **Assessment:** self-awareness, sensitivity to other persons and cultures, evidence of learning from class content and practicum, appropriate participation in group. (15% of overall grade)

5a. **Topical Reading Collection.** Select a topic (it may be broad or narrow) and read 10 published articles about it. Up to five of these articles may be from the bibliographies provided in class but you may not use articles that were required readings. At least four of these articles must be drawn from scientific sources (psychology, neuroscience, biomedical ethics etc.) For each article write a one paragraph summary and a second paragraph of personal reflection. Conclude the Collection with a 2-3 page essay summarizing your learnings on this topic. Topic due January 29; first five articles due February 26; full Collection and summarizing essay due April 8. **Assessment:** Quality of selected articles; accurateness of summary; depth of integration and insight in concluding essay; overall academic quality of written work (i.e. following Writing Handbook).

OR

5b. **Research Paper.** MA in Theology students must choose this option. Write a 15-20 page research paper on a topic approved by the instructor. Proposed topic due January 29; outline, thesis statement, draft outline and initial bibliography (at least 5 sources) due February 26; paper due April 8. **Final Research Bibliography should include a minimum of 10 sources and at least 4 of them must be from the scientific field (Psychology, Neuroscience, Biomedical Ethics etc.)** **Assessment:** Academic quality
and quantity of resources used; clarity and organization of the paper; accuracy, thoroughness, critical character, and creativity of approach to the topic; overall academic quality of written work (i.e. following Writing Handbook).

This final project is 30% of your overall grade

6. **Integrating Skit and Commentary.** In the final two classes (April 8th), each small group will offer a skit and commentary demonstrating some of their key learnings on an aspect of spiritual companionship. Further guidelines and assessment points will be provided. (15% of overall grade)

**BIBLIOGRAPHY** – See course D2L page for Bibliography

**CTU MISSION STATEMENT** – see Student Handbook [located in the Helpful Links section of D2L at https://d2l.ctu.edu].

**COPYRIGHT POLICY** – See CTU Academic Policies on D2L

**STATEMENT ON ACADEMIC INTEGRITY** – See CTU Academic Policies on D2L

Academic integrity demands that a student acknowledge all sources employed in the preparation of written assignments, whether in the use of exact quotations, or in substantial reproduction of ideas. **Failure to do so (plagiarism) will result in a failing grade for the course and may also result in dismissal.**

**CAMPUS RESOURCES**

Library Hours: http://www.ctu.lib.il.us/ For information, contact: Kristine Veldheer, Library Director, kveldheer@ctu.edu or 773-371-5460; For the Electronic Resources and Instruction Librarian, contact: Deborah Winarski, dwinarski@ctu.edu or (773) 371-5463.

**English for Theological Education:** contact Christina Zaker: czacker@ctu.edu

**Writing Handbook:** located in the Helpful Links section of D2L at https://d2l.ctu.edu.

**Writing & Resource Center:** There are a number of writing resources available to all CTU students. The Writing and Resource Center is located in room 338 for drop in help with writing and presentation skills. Contact: Kathleen Martin, kmartin@ctu.edu, room 344.

**Technology Help:** D2L and Educational Technology, Rick Mauney, rmauney@ctu.edu; Information Technology help desk, support@ctu.edu

**Student Services:** contact Carmen Salas, Room 347; 773-371-5536; or studentservices@ctu.edu

**Academic Calendar:** https://ctu.edu/student-portal/academic-calendar-2019-2020/

This Syllabus is subject to revision.